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ABSTRACT

 

The damaging effects of invasive organisms have triggered the development of
Invasive Species Predictive Schemes (ISPS). These schemes evaluate biological and
historical characteristics of species and prioritize those that should be the focus of
exclusion, quarantine, and/or control. However, it is not clear how commonly these
schemes take microevolutionary considerations into account. We review the recent
literature and find that rapid evolutionary changes are common during invasions.
These evolutionary changes include rapid adaptation of invaders to new environ-
ments, effects of hybridization, and evolution in recipient communities. Strikingly,
we document 38 species in which the specific traits commonly associated with inva-
sive potential (e.g. growth rate, dispersal ability, generation time) have themselves
undergone evolutionary change following introduction, in some cases over very
short (

 

≤

 

 10 year) timescales. In contrast, our review of 29 ISPS spanning plant,
animal, and microbial taxa shows that the majority (76%) envision invading species
and recipient communities as static entities. Those that incorporate evolutionary
considerations do so in a limited way. Evolutionary change not only affects the
predictive power of these schemes, but also complicates their evaluation. We argue
that including the evolutionary potential of species and communities in ISPS is
overdue, present several metrics related to evolutionary potential that could be
incorporated in ISPS, and provide suggestions for further research on these metrics
and their performance. Finally, we argue that the fact of evolutionary change during
invasions begs for added caution during risk assessment.
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INTRODUCTION

 

Invasive species cause significant environmental damage, leading

to changes in the structure and composition of communities

(e.g. Fritts & Rodda, 1998; O’Dowd 

 

et al

 

., 2003) and the alteration

of ecosystem-level processes and services (e.g. nitrogen cycling;

Vitousek 

 

et al

 

., 1987). Globally, the annual costs of invasive

species are in excess of $US335 billion, the combined figure for

just six large nations (Pimentel 

 

et al

 

., 2000). Furthermore, although

proportions vary among taxa, many species introductions are

deliberate rather than accidental (e.g. at least 72% of the 290 plants

naturalized in Australia during 1971–95, Nairn 

 

et al

 

., 1996),

suggesting that – given adequate resources and political will – we

have the potential to limit future introductions of damaging

species. Therefore, schemes that assess and rank the invasion

potential of particular species are potentially of great utility.

Invasive species predictive schemes (hereafter ISPS; see

Mack, 1996; Simberloff & Alexander, 1998; Kolar & Lodge, 2001;

Panetta 

 

et al

 

., 2001; NRC, 2002; Keller, Lodge & Finnoff, 2007)

are focused either prospectively or retrospectively. Some are

designed to screen out high-risk species from those proposed for

importation, while others aim to prioritize management efforts for

accidental introductions or existing non-native species assemblages.

Here, we define ISPS broadly, including not only risk assessment

schemes (designed to assess future risk, and including assessment

of environmental or economic consequences; NRC, 2002), but

also schemes that associate species attributes with past establish-

ment or invasive success, regardless of consequences (e.g.

Marchetti 

 

et al

 

., 2004; Richardson & Rejmánek, 2004). A recent

analysis (Keller, Lodge, & Finnoff, 2007) suggests that, at least in

the case of an Australian ISPS for ornamental plant introductions,

the economic benefits of screening out actual invasives have far
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outweighed the costs of the ‘false positives’ (non-invasive,

economically beneficial species that are misclassified and thus

denied entry).

Criteria utilized in ISPS commonly fall into four categories:

(1) biological attributes of the target organism, e.g. seed mass

and generation time in plants, Richardson & Rejmánek (2004);

(2) the distribution and historical pest status of the target

organism in other regions (e.g. Scott & Panetta, 1993), some-

times also including consideration of the target’s relatedness to

other species that are invasive; (3) match of the target organism

to the abiotic conditions of the area of concern, especially climate

(e.g. Bomford, 2003); and (4) potential impacts of an invader,

including biological and economic impacts (e.g. Randall 

 

et al

 

.,

2001; Baker 

 

et al

 

., 2005). Information relevant to these criteria is

then formalized, typically using decision-trees or invasiveness

indices. In the former, attributes of the species guide the user

through a series of binary choices, leading to a categorical

assessment of risk, e.g. ‘high’, ‘low’, or ‘further study needed’. In

the latter, attributes of the species are scored numerically result-

ing in a continuous index of invasiveness.

We suggest that evolutionary change is common in invasive

populations and in species comprising invaded (‘recipient’) com-

munities, leading us to call into question the effectiveness of ISPS

that treat species and recipient communities as static entities

with fixed sets of traits. Although it has been briefly noted that

evolution is a factor complicating predictions of invasive

potential (Simberloff & Alexander, 1998; White & Schwarz, 1998),

others have suggested that evolution may rarely be sufficient

to change the fundamental niches of invaders (see Holt 

 

et al

 

.,

2005) or that it is unimportant relative to plasticity (Rejmánek

 

et al

 

., 2005). Thus, we believe the ramifications of evolutionary

change for invasion predictions have been insufficiently

explored.

In this paper, we review the accumulating evidence of rapid

evolutionary change in invading plant and animal populations,

particularly targeting examples in which the evolution affects

traits thought to be causally associated with invasive behaviour.

In addition, we highlight evolutionary change (also sometimes

quite rapid) in recipient communities that could affect resistance

to invasion. Our goal is not to provide a comprehensive review of

evidence for evolutionary change during invasion (for recent

excellent reviews, see Lee, 2002; Cox, 2004; Strauss 

 

et al

 

., 2006;

Dlugosch & Parker, 2008), but to emphasize the types of evolu-

tionary change that might influence the predictive power of ISPS.

We then review 29 ISPS, focusing on the extent to which each

explicitly or implicitly incorporates the potential for evolutionary

change. We then provide suggestions for how revised schemes

might function.

 

Rapid evolutionary change can occur in invading 
populations

 

Theoretical considerations suggest that invading populations

should be prime candidates for both adaptive and non-adaptive

evolutionary change. Introduced populations are often subject to

founder effects and genetic bottlenecks (Brown & Marshall, 1981;

Dlugosch & Parker, 2008), opportunities for hybridization (Abbott,

1992; Ellstrand & Schierenbeck, 2000; Bleeker 

 

et al

 

., 2007), and a

host of novel selective pressures (Mooney & Cleland, 2001;

Sakai 

 

et al

 

., 2001). Furthermore, the rapid population growth

characteristic of many invaders is expected to promote adaptive

evolution, in that expanding populations should be better able to

withstand (and respond to) strong directional selection that

might drive non-expanding populations to extinction (Reznick

& Ghalambor, 2001).

In keeping with these expectations, a large and rapidly

growing body of literature has found widespread evidence of

rapid evolutionary change in invading populations (reviewed in

Mack 

 

et al

 

., 2000; Mooney & Cleland, 2001; Sakai 

 

et al

 

., 2001;

Lee, 2002; Ashley 

 

et al

 

., 2003; Stockwell 

 

et al

 

., 2003; Cox, 2004;

Lambrinos, 2004; Bossdorf 

 

et al

 

., 2005; Barrett 

 

et al

 

., 2008;

Dlugosch & Parker, 2008; Suarez & Tsutsui, 2008). Here, we

follow Hairston 

 

et al

 

. (2005) in defining ‘rapid’ evolutionary

change as ‘genetic change occurring rapidly enough to have a

measurable impact on simultaneous ecological change’. The

types of traits and species that have undergone evolutionary

change are diverse, and go far beyond the well-known evolution of

resistance to anthropogenically applied pesticides, herbicides, and

biocontrol agents, although admittedly those examples can be quite

dramatic (Rosenheim 

 

et al

 

., 1996; Hufbauer & Roderick, 2005).

 

Evolution via natural selection

 

Exhaustive reviews are available elsewhere (see above); again, our

aim is to use key examples to emphasize the types of evolutionary

change relevant to the predictive power of ISPS. Two well-studied

invasive plant species show evolutionary responses to broadly

different selective pressures. Maron 

 

et al

 

. (2004) demonstrated

that 

 

Hypericum perforatum

 

 (St. John’s wort), in response to the

climatic conditions of its introduced range in North America, has

rapidly evolved adaptive latitudinal clines in key morphological

and life-history characteristics since its introduction about 150 years

ago. Although introduced accessions did not uniformly out-

perform native accessions in the introduced range, locally adapted

phenotypes were apparent in the replicated common gardens. In

northern gardens, introduced plants collected from northern

latitudes outperformed introduced plants collected from

southern latitudes, while the reverse was true in southern gardens.

Importantly, amplified fragment length polymorphism-based

phylogenetic analyses strongly suggested that adaptation arose

 

in situ

 

, rather than reflecting multiple introductions of preadapted

plant material from climatically matched areas of the native

range. Whereas 

 

Hypericum

 

 has clearly evolved in response to the

abiotic environment, 

 

Silene latifolia

 

 has apparently responded

to biotic conditions, specifically natural enemies. The plant was

introduced to North America from Europe 

 

c

 

. 200 years ago, and

experiences less herbivore attack in the introduced range (Wolfe,

2002). During this period, 

 

Silene

 

 has apparently evolved to

allocate resources away from defence against herbivores and

fungal pathogens and towards enhanced reproduction, as evidenced

by 20 native and 20 introduced accessions planted in common

gardens in the introduced and native ranges (Blair & Wolfe,
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2004; Wolfe 

 

et al

 

., 2004). In both cases, evolution has produced

phenotypes better adapted to the novel environments in which

the invaders find themselves. While specific tests have not been

done, these adaptations presumably have population-dynamic

consequences, i.e. have increased the degree of invasiveness.

Interestingly, rapid adaptation in invasive species has

apparently happened even when there are large losses of allelic

diversity and heterozygosity due to bottlenecks (reviewed in

Dlugosch & Parker, 2008). For example, the plant 

 

Hypericum

canariense

 

 has lost 45% of its heterozygosity in its move from the

Canary Islands to North America and the Pacific, yet has still

evolved a (presumably adaptive) latitudinal cline in flowering

time (Dlugosch & Parker, 2008).

 

Evolution in conjunction with hybridization

 

Introgressive hybridization, the exchange of genetic material

between species through backcrossing, has long been suspected

to be capable of providing novel genetic combinations which

might precede adaptation and evolutionary diversification

(Anderson, 1949; Stebbins, 1959), particularly in plants. These

considerations mesh with more recent observations that many

invasive plants (28 cases, Ellstrand & Schierenbeck, 2000) and

some invasive animals (Facon 

 

et al

 

., 2005) have a history of

hybridization and suggest that hybridization, followed by natural

selection, may be a route to rapid evolution of invasive pheno-

types. Cases include those in which a non-native species has

hybridized with a native species, or in which two non-natives

have hybridized to form a new lineage or taxon (e.g. 

 

Raphanus

raphanistrum

 

 and 

 

R. sativus

 

, see below). Such hybridization fol-

lowing species introductions may not be uncommon. Abbott

(1992) calculated that, of the 1264 non-native plant taxa present

in the British Isles in 1991, 70 (approximately 5.5%) had arisen

by hybridization between native and introduced taxa, and an

additional 21 (1.7%) were derived from hybridization between

two introduced taxa. Similarly, 75 native-introduced hybrids

have been detected in the German flora (Bleeker 

 

et al

 

., 2007).

While an analysis at the scale of plant families did not find a

positive relationship between hybridization propensity and

formation of invasive species (Whitney 

 

et al

 

. in press), there are

clear individual examples (Campbell 

 

et al

 

., 2006; Whitney 

 

et al

 

.,

2006). A well-documented case is in radish, genus 

 

Raphanus.

 

Two species of Eurasian origin were introduced to California by

the 1800s, ‘wild’ radish

 

 R. raphanistrum

 

 and the crop radish

 

R. sativus

 

. The former became a serious weed. However, the

identity of the invading populations have changed over time, as

hybridization between the two species has produced a genetically

and phenotypically novel taxon now known as ‘feral’ 

 

R. sativus.

 

This taxon has displaced the pure populations of 

 

R. raphanistrum

 

(Panetsos & Baker, 1967; Hegde 

 

et al

 

., 2006). Recent work

(Campbell 

 

et al

 

., 2006) experimentally recreated early generation

 

R. raphanistrum 

 

×

 

 R. sativus

 

 hybrids and demonstrated that,

following just three generations of natural selection in the field,

hybrids outperformed both parental species (nearly tripling

seed production) in the novel environment of California. This

experimental work corroborates the suggestion that a combination

of hybridization and natural selection was responsible for the

evolution of increased invasiveness in radish.

Clearly, more work is needed to establish the general relation-

ship between hybridization and the evolution of invasiveness in

plants, animals, and other groups. A related issue is whether

similar processes may be at work when different lineages come

together in the introduced range. Given that multiple intro-

ductions and admixture of different source populations are not

uncommon in species introductions (Novak & Mack, 2005), one

might expect that novel genetic and phenotypic combinations

might arise following even intraspecific sexual reproduction.

This process has been postulated to underlie at least part of the

invasive success of the lizard 

 

Anolis sagrei

 

; secondarily invasive

populations in Hawai’i, Taiwan, and other locales are likely

intraspecific hybrids derived following multiple introductions

into south Florida, USA (Kolbe 

 

et al

 

., 2004). However, a recent

experimental test in a different system (the plant 

 

Silene latifolia

 

;

Wolfe 

 

et al

 

., 2007) found no evidence that intraspecific admixture

is associated with invasive success.

Hybridization involving an exotic species can also have evolu-

tionary consequences for native species via gene exchange. Novel

fitness-related alleles may be transferred to wild populations

with potential consequences for community composition and

stability. These concerns are magnified when the invader is a

genetically modified organism (GMO) carrying transgenes, which

by their design have powerful effects on fitness (e.g. Snow 

 

et al

 

.,

2003). In addition, under certain circumstances, native species

can undergo ‘extinction via hybridization’ (Rhymer & Simberloff,

1996; Ellstrand & Schierenbeck, 2000; Bleeker 

 

et al

 

., 2007). This

may occur if asymmetric introgression from the exotic dilutes the

native gene pool, or if gamete wastage (due to hybrid infertility/

sterility) consistently reduces a native’s population growth rate

below unity.

 

Rapid evolutionary change in traits associated with 
invasiveness is widespread

 

The idea that certain traits might drive colonization and/or

invasion success has a long history, tracing back at least to

Darwin (1859). A modern touchstone has been Baker’s (1974)

characterization of the ‘ideal weed’, which emphasized a capacity

for sexual or asexual reproduction, rapid growth to maturity,

phenotypic plasticity, and broad environmental tolerance.

However, observations that these traits were present in some

non-invasive species (and absent in some invasive species)

suggested the Baker scheme may be of limited utility (Perrins

 

et al

 

., 1992; Mack, 1996). More recently, the search for invasive

traits has been improved by systematic analyses of regional floras

and invasives lists (e.g. Py

 

Í

 

ek 

 

et al

 

., 1995; Daehler, 1998) and

multivariate statistical approaches (e.g. Perrins 

 

et al

 

., 1992;

Richardson & Rejmánek, 2004).

Although no traits can universally predict invasiveness across

all taxa and biomes, substantial progress has been made in

identifying traits associated with invasiveness within specific taxa

and specific habitats or regions (reviewed in Mack 

 

et al

 

., 2000;

Kolar & Lodge, 2001; Sakai 

 

et al

 

., 2001; Rejmánek 

 

et al

 

., 2005;
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Py

 

Í

 

ek & Richardson, 2007). Some of these key traits are: (1) high

growth rate, (2) wide climatic or environmental tolerance,

(3) short generation time, (4) prolific or consistent reproduction,

(5) small seed or egg size, (6) good dispersal, (7) high capacity for

uniparental reproduction, (8) absence of specialized germination

or hatching requirements, (9) high competitive ability, and

(10) ability to escape or survive natural enemies (for references,

see Appendix S1 in Supplementary Material).

We found that evolutionary changes in these very traits are

common, as evidenced by our compilation of 82 cases from 38

invading plant and animal species (Appendix S1). Each of the 10

traits examined shows evidence consistent with evolutionary

change in multiple (four to 14) species. All the documented time-

frames may be considered rapid on evolutionary and even

ecological scales (Fig. 1). Significant change may occur over very

short periods, highlighted by the eight species for which evolu-

tionary trait change has occurred in 20 or fewer years (Fig. 1,

Appendix S1). An important consideration is the amount of

evidence supporting the genetic nature of the observed changes

(see Appendix S1, rightmost column). Field observations, though

informative, cannot rule out phenotypic plasticity or maternal

effects as sources of observed variation. Common garden and

reciprocal transplant experiments control for phenotypic plasticity

by providing uniform environments in which individuals from

different populations are reared. However, single-generation

common gardens are still susceptible to maternal effects. Studies

utilizing common gardens or reciprocal transplants that also

include either tests capable of ruling out maternal effects or

methodological steps sufficient to avoid maternal effects (such as

rearing a pilot generation) furnish the strongest evidence for

evolutionary change. All studies may produce erroneous results

if the invasive populations are compared to inappropriate source

populations, highlighting the importance of using historical

records and phylogenetic information to choose source popu-

lations during experimental design.

The direction of change in invasiveness-associated traits can

provide particular insights into the invasion process. While most

of the compiled examples (Appendix S1) demonstrate changes in

expected directions (e.g. cane toads have evolved longer legs and

correspondingly greater rates of spread during their invasion of

Australia, Phillips 

 

et al

 

., 2006), potentially counterintuitive

scenarios exist. For example, rather than observing the expected

shift towards increased dispersal ability following introduction,

reduced dispersal capabilities may be observed in certain types of

invasions. Several wind-dispersed plants that recently colonized

small islands in Canada have evolved smaller pappi and heavier

achenes, which reduce their dispersal ranges but presumably

have arisen by selection against individuals whose seeds land in

the sea (Cody & Overton, 1996). In a second example, the 1609

introduction of wild parsnip to North America was followed

initially by a reduction in chemically mediated herbivore

resistance (Zangerl & Berenbaum, 2005), as predicted by the

evolution of increased competitive ability (EICA) hypothesis

(Blossey & Nötzold, 1995). However, this trend reversed around

1890; furanocoumarin levels in invading populations increased

to match or exceed native-range levels, apparently in response

to the accidental introduction of a specialist herbivore (Zangerl

& Berenbaum, 2005). Other complex patterns of change in

invasiveness-related traits may support the hypothesis that

invasions are composed of multiple distinct stages (i.e. coloniza-

tion, establishment, and spread), that particular traits are more

or less important in different stages, and that the direction of

selection on a given trait may change significantly over the full

course of an invasion (Sakai 

 

et al

 

., 2001; Kolar & Lodge, 2002;

Dietz & Edwards, 2006). In any case, this large number of

examples clearly demonstrates that traits associated with invasive

potential are anything but static, fixed characteristics of species.

An area of important future research is whether post-introduction

evolutionary change can make the difference between successful

and failed invasions, or whether such change mainly acts to

increase invasiveness in taxa that would have been successful

anyway. The former scenario has been suggested for Argentine

ants invading North America. A genetic bottleneck has led to

founding populations depauperate in recognition alleles, apparently

resulting in an invasive phenotype with reduced intercolony

aggression, increased cooperation, and the ability to form

‘supercolonies’ (Suarez & Tsutsui, 2008). However, whether this

evolved phenotype explains all or just part of the invasive success

of the ant is unresolved. Another suggestive case involves invasion

of New Zealand by North American Chinook salmon. During

colonization of a secondary drainage, evolution increased survival

by 95% and a combined survival/fecundity measure by 164%

relative to the population in the original drainage to which the fish

were introduced (Kinnison 

 

et al

 

., 2008). These radical changes in

population dynamic parameters during expansion of the invasion

front occurred in less than 100 years (

 

≈

 

 26 generations). While

these data do not tell us whether evolutionary change was critical

during the initial colonization of New Zealand, they do suggest

Figure 1 Distribution of upper bounds of the time periods (years) 
over which evolutionary change in important traits (see Appendix S1 
in Supplementary Material) has been realized in invading species. 
The first bar includes four species with timeframes of ≤ 10 years, 
four with timeframes of ≤ 20 years, and one each with timeframes 
of ≤ 30 and ≤ 50 years. Each species in Appendix S1 has been 
counted once, except Carpodacus mexicanus and Senecio vulgaris 
(each counted twice because independent estimates of change in 
different traits were obtained from different populations) and Poa 
bulbosa (excluded as timeframe uncertain).
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that evolution is capable of quite dramatic shifts in invasiveness.

A general approach to this issue would be to compare source to

evolved post-introduction populations in common environments

in the introduced range, making the assumption, by necessity,

that current native range source material is equivalent to the

historical founding material. Demographic measurements and

modelling could then be used estimate population growth rates.

If 

 

λ

 

 were 

 

≤

 

 1 for the source populations and > 1 for the post-

introduction populations, evolutionary change would be supported

as a key factor in the success of a given invasion.

 

Rapid evolutionary change can occur in recipient 
communities

 

Accumulating recent evidence (reviewed in Mooney & Cleland,

2001; Strauss 

 

et al

 

., 2006) demonstrates that invasive species can

drive both natural selection and evolutionary response in the

communities into which they integrate (‘recipient communities’).

Given that the most problematic invaders are recognized as such

 

because

 

 they have large ecological impacts on recipient commu-

nities, it is perhaps unsurprising that strong selective pressures

on native taxa are generated. However, the rapidity of the

evolutionary responses is striking. In the examples detailed

below, evolutionary change has been observed on timescales of

30–120 years, while other examples (e.g. Singer 

 

et al

 

., 1993;

Cousyn 

 

et al

 

., 2001) suggest evolutionary change within a decade

or less.

 

Evolution in competitive interactions in recipient communities

 

In grasslands of western North America, the Eurasian knapweed

 

Centaurea maculosa

 

 is a superior competitor and has reached

high levels of dominance. Its success has been attributed to an

allelopathic root exudate (+/–)-catechin (Callaway 

 

et al

 

., 2005),

although the toxicity of this chemical, its environmental

abundance, and its importance relative to other 

 

C. maculosa

 

allelochemicals have been questioned (Blair 

 

et al

 

., 2005). Regard-

less of the mechanism of competition, tests using native grasses

from invaded and uninvaded sites have shown that populations

of at least three species have apparently evolved increased resistance

to 

 

C. maculosa

 

 in less than 30 years (Callaway 

 

et al

 

., 2005). While

these resistant populations remain competitively inferior to

 

Centaurea

 

 at present, over the long-term, further evolution of

resistance may result in a resurgence of some native species and

decreased dominance of the invasive (Callaway 

 

et al

 

., 2005).

Similar evolution of competitive ability may be occurring in

native grasses exposed to the invasive 

 

Acroptilon repens

 

 in

Wyoming, USA (Mealor & Hild, 2007) and in native 

 

Lotus

 

populations exposed to the invasive forb 

 

Medicago polymorpha

 

 in

California, USA (Lau, 2006).

 

Evolution in predatory and herbivorous interactions in recipient 

communities

 

Phillips & Shine (2004, 2006) have demonstrated rapid evolution

in native Australian black snakes (

 

Pseudechis porphyriacus

 

).

Invasive cane toads (

 

Bufo marinus

 

) pose a problem for the snakes

because they contain bufodienolide cardiotoxins novel to Australia,

which has no native species of bufonids. In less than 60 years (23

generations for 

 

Pseudechis

 

), the snakes have evolved increased

resistance to the toxin, decreased preference for the toad, and

reduction in head size (which is correlated with reduced

consumption of large prey items such as toads). These attributes

show a predictable spatial pattern across snake populations, with

a positive correlation between toxin resistance and years since the

toad invasion front passed through. The toads are apparently

evolving as well; both toad body size and toxicity have decreased

since introduction (Phillips & Shine, 2005). Similar post-invasion

evolutionary changes in predator/herbivore traits have been

found in native insects confronted with novel host plants (Singer

 

et al

 

., 1993; Carroll 

 

et al

 

., 2005), and are likely occurring in native

parasitoids faced with novel host insects, given a pattern of

increasing parasitoid richness with time since host introduction

(Cornell & Hawkins, 1993).

Evolutionary changes in recipient communities may change

our predictions about invasions in counterintuitive ways. For

example, increased toxin resistance in the native snakes in 

 

B.

marinus

 

-invaded communities should logically decrease invasive

potentials of novel species expressing the same or similar com-

pounds. Given phylogenetic conservatism in chemical profiles of

many organisms (and in ecological similarity generally; Webb

 

et al

 

., 2002), the potential introductions most affected would

likely be close relatives of the current invaders. Thus, a central

criterion of many ISPS (having invasive relatives uniformly

increases a taxon’s invasive potential, e.g. Pheloung 

 

et al

 

., 1999;

Weber & Gut, 2004) may be less valid in cases where the relatives

have previously invaded the region under consideration.

However, this idea requires much further testing before changes

to ISPS are warranted.

 

Invasive species predictive schemes underestimate the 
potential for evolutionary change

 

We searched both published and grey literature for ISPS,

focusing on those schemes with a clearly defined procedure

resulting in an invasiveness score or classification (Table 1). We

did not include guideline documents without such procedures

(e.g. IPPC, 2004) or schemes that represented only minor

modifications of an existing scheme (e.g. Daehler 

 

et al

 

., 2004).

When several versions of a scheme were found, we excluded early

versions and included only the most recent.

Of the 29 predictive schemes examined, the majority (76%) do

not explicitly incorporate evolutionary considerations (Table 1).

Importantly, no single ISPS recognizes all three of the areas of

concern that we highlight (hybridization potential of invader,

adaptive potential of invader, and evolutionary potential of the

recipient community), and only two schemes (7%) recognize

two of the three areas.

The most commonly cited evolutionary consideration is hybrid-

ization potential (six schemes or 21%; Table 1). In some cases,

the justification for concern is that hybridization is associated

with increased invasiveness in the target taxon itself (e.g. Randall
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Table 1

 

Invasive Species Predictive Schemes (ISPS) for assessing invasion potential and the extent to which they incorporate the potential for evolutionary change. 

 

Predictive scheme

Evolutionary criteria recognized:

Hybridization 

potential

Adaptive 

potential

Evolution in 

recipient community Method type Target taxa Target region(s)

Perrins 

 

et al

 

. (1992)* – – – Index† Annual plants Great Britain
Smallwood & Salmon (1992) – – – Index Birds, mammals California, USA
Hiebert & Stubbendieck (1993)* – Y – Index Plants National Parks, USA
Panetta (1993) – – – Decision Tree Plants Australia
Scott & Panetta (1993) – – – Index‡ Southern African plants Australia
Tucker & Richardson (1995) – – – Decision Tree ‘Canopy dominant weeds’ (woody plants) Fynbos biome, South Africa
Veltman et al. (1996)* – – – Index‡ Birds New Zealand
Reichard & Hamilton (1997)§ – – – Decision Tree Woody plants North America
Goodwin et al. (1999) – – – Index‡ European plants New Brunswick, Canada
Pheloung et al. (1999) Y – – Index Plants Australia and New Zealand
Maillet & Lopez-Garcia (2000) – – – Index† American agricultural weeds France
USDA (2000) – – – Index Plants and pests of plants USA
CFIA (2001) – – – Index Pests of plants Canada
Champion & Clayton (2001) – – – Index Aquatic plants New Zealand
Randall et al. (2001)* Y – – Index Plants California, USA
Timmins & Owen (2001)* – – – Index Plants Natural Areas, New Zealand
Virtue et al. (2001)* – – – Index Plants Australia
Kolar & Lodge (2002) – – – Decision Tree, Index† Fishes Great Lakes, North America
Bomford (2003) Y – – Index Vertebrate animals Australia
Marchetti et al. (2004)* – – – Index‡ Fishes California, USA
Richardson & Rejmánek (2004) – – – Index† Conifers Global
Weber & Gut (2004) – – – Index Plants Central Europe
Widrlechner et al. (2004) – – – Decision Tree¶ Woody plants Iowa, USA
Baker et al. (2005) Y Y – Index All organisms UK
Bomford et al. (2005) – – – Index Reptiles and amphibians Australia
Fox et al. (2005)* Y – – Decision Tree Plants Natural Areas, Florida, USA
Caley & Kuhnert (2006) – – – Decision Tree** Plants Australia
EPPO (2006) Y Y – Decision Tree + Expert Judgement Plant, arthropod, and microbial 

pests of agricultural habitats

Europe and Mediterranean Region

Keller, Drake & Lodge (2007) – – – Decision Tree, Index‡ Molluscs USA

*Scheme focuses on invasive potential of non-native taxa that are already present in target community, rather than on potential arrivals.
†Index based on discriminant function.
‡Index based on logistic regression.
§While past hybridization together with seed sterility is negatively correlated with invasiveness in this scheme, future hybridization potential is not considered.
¶We evaluate their ‘regional model’ (also called the ‘new CART model’), not their application of the Reichard & Hamilton (1997) model.
**We evaluate their final ‘optimal classification tree’, not their application of the Pheloung et al. (1999) model.
Method type: ‘Index’ = a quantitative index or score is produced of the target taxon’s risk of invasiveness or invasive impact; ‘Decision Tree’ = a categorical evaluation of the target taxon (e.g. low risk, high risk)
is determined by a series of dichotomous choices.
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et al., 2001), while in others it is the transfer of undesirable genes

(particularly transgenes) to native species (Bomford, 2003; Baker

et al., 2005; EPPO, 2006) or genetic assimilation of native taxa or

‘extinction via hybridization’ (Fox et al., 2005).

Only three schemes (10%) consider the adaptive potential of

the target taxon (Table 1), recognizing that rapid evolutionary

change may allow an invasive plant or plant pest, for example, ‘to

withstand environmental fluctuations, to adapt to a wider range

of habitats or hosts, to develop resistance to [herbicides or

pesticides] and to overcome host resistance’ (EPPO, 2006; p. 13).

To some extent, schemes that consider an ‘invasive elsewhere’

criterion may implicitly consider adaptive potential, in that they

will flag taxa that regularly become invasive via this route.

However, this is likely a poor surrogate for explicit consideration

of adaptive potential; the ‘invasive elsewhere’ criterion will not

catch taxa with high adaptive potential if they do not have a

history of introductions elsewhere.

None of the schemes recognize that evolution in recipient

communities can alter the impacts and probability of successful

invasions (Table 1). However, as we discuss below, the only prac-

tical way to incorporate this information may be to acknowledge

that risks of false negatives (dangerous species allowed entry)

are greater than suggested by standard retrospective analyses.

Evolutionary changes in recipient communities underscore the

dynamism of the invasion process. Importantly, these changes

can be expected to influence the outcomes of future introductions

of new species. Alterations in competitive and predatory interac-

tions (above) and presumably, in mutualistic interactions, should

change the dimensions of niche space and alter ‘matching’ between

potential invaders and a given community and ecosystem.

Evolutionary change impedes the evaluation of 
ISPS performance

A well-known characteristic of some invasions is the lag phase, a

period of low population growth preceding the ‘invasive’ phase of

rapid growth (Crooks & Soule, 1999; Groves, 2006). Documented

lags range from a few years to several hundred years and affect

both plants (Groves, 2006) and animals (Bomford et al., 2005).

Lag phases likely have diverse causes, and many may have purely

ecological or demographic explanations, e.g. time needed for

dispersal to more appropriate habitats within the novel range, or

delays until favourable disturbance regimes are initiated. However,

many have pointed out that lag phases could reflect time needed

for evolutionary adaptation to the novel range (Ellstrand &

Schierenbeck, 2000; Holt et al., 2005). Holt et al. (2005) hypo-

thesize that the length of lag phase should reflect the ‘degree of

difference between the novel and ancestral environments’ as more

evolutionary change will be required to bridge larger differences.

The presence of lag periods complicates the evaluation of ISPS

performance. An ISPS is typically evaluated retrospectively, with

reference to a set of exotic species already introduced to a location.

Whether the scheme correctly separates known invasive from

non-invasive species is then examined. Accuracy is typically defined

as the percentage of correct classifications, and accuracies of

80–100% have been reported (e.g. Rejmánek & Richardson,

1996; Reichard & Hamilton, 1997; Kolar & Lodge, 2002; see

Smith et al., 1999 for a critical review of the utility of accuracy

measurements). When these schemes are used prospectively, as

their authors often recommend, the implicit assumption is that

species that are currently non-invasive (and used to build the

predictive algorithm) will remain so, and that the invasibility of

recipient communities is static as well. Thus, ISPS will have

lower-than-expected accuracy rates if species and communities

undergo evolutionary changes that affect invasion dynamics. To

our knowledge, the medium- or long-term stability of accuracies

associated with particular ISPS have not been evaluated.

Recommendations

Our review demonstrates that rapid evolutionary change com-

monly occurs during species invasions, with numerous examples

of change in the invaders themselves, in particular traits associated

with invasiveness, and in communities of native species challenged

by the invaders. It appears that exotic species are indeed ‘moving

targets’ (Holt et al., 2005), and that evolution in response to these

invaders makes recipient communities ‘shifting canvases’ on

which complex pictures of invasions and their consequences

arise. Yet, the vast majority of predictive schemes treat species

and recipient communities as static entities. Schemes that ignore

evolution are at risk of overoptimistic claims about their accuracy,

especially over the timescales (decades to centuries) over which

we should be concerned about the effects of species introductions.

We offer the following recommendations:

1 The evolutionary potential of species should be incorporated

into ISPS. Hybridization potential can be incorporated as a

historical attribute: does the species have a history of forming

hybrids? In addition, more detailed metrics could be used. The

number of closely related species already present in the recipient

community (especially, the number of wild congeners of

domesticates) should influence hybridization potential of an

exotic. The number of rare species congeneric with an exotic

could be informative, as they are potentially at risk of genetic

assimilation. Finally, Simberloff & Alexander (1998) suggest that

exotic species derived from groups with mainly pre-zygotic,

behavioural means of reproductive isolation are a particular risk

for hybridization, as there will not have been prior selection to

avoid matings between the native and the introduced taxa, and

hybrid offspring will often be fertile. Hybridization potential is

most clearly indicated for ISPS focusing on plants, while more

work is needed to understand the extent and consequences of

hybridization during animal invasions and whether hybridiza-

tion criteria are appropriate for animal-focused ISPS.

Several metrics could be indicative of the adaptive potential

of an exotic species. The degree of sexual reproduction has been

suggested as a metric (Hiebert & Stubbendieck, 1993) as it

determines the rate at which beneficial combinations of alleles

arise. For existing naturalized species potentially transitioning to

invasive status, propagule size and number of sources (single

versus multiple populations from the native range) should be

influential: larger and/or admixed propagules should have more

genetic variation and may be more adaptable than smaller
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and/or single-source propagules (Holt et al., 2005; Novak &

Mack, 2005; Dlugosch & Parker, 2008). While genetic bottlenecks

sometimes trigger the conversion of non-additive (epistatic or

dominance) variance to additive variance, suggesting that

adaptation in small founder populations may not always be con-

strained (Lee, 2002; Dlugosch & Parker, 2008), it remains to be seen

how common this phenomenon is. Quantitative genetic varia-

tion can be directly assessed for an exotic species or propagule,

although this could require substantial effort. Unfortunately,

neutral genetic variation assessed via molecular markers usually

is not highly correlated with patterns of adaptive genetic variation

(Reed & Frankham, 2001) and therefore may be a poor metric;

further evaluation is necessary. Overall, adaptive potential is a

complex characteristic that will take different forms in species with

different histories, life histories, and genetic architectures, and

much work remains to be done (see no. 2, below).

Incorporating the fact of evolution in recipient communities

into the screening component of ISPS would be very difficult.

A scheme would have to first predict the attributes of the future

community, and then assess how resistant or susceptible this

altered community would be to potential invaders with various

attributes. Instead, the risk quantification component of ISPS is

the logical place to incorporate this information: awareness of

the evolutionary potential of recipient communities should serve

to instil greater caution in our assessment of the risks associated

with species introductions (see no. 3, below).

2 More work should be done to develop better metrics for mea-

suring evolutionary potential, and to establish the relationships

between these metrics and invasive potential. The above sugges-

tions for metrics associated with hybridization potential and

adaptive potential are clearly preliminary, and much work

remains to be done. Varied approaches are necessary, including

compilations and meta-analyses to derive patterns as well as

experimental manipulations. For plant hybridization potential,

regional floras could be analysed to ask whether the incidence of

invasive-native hybrids scales with the number of native congeneric

species, as expected. If it does, then congeneric richness could be

evaluated as a predictor of hybridization potential. For adaptive

potential, existing data bases of outcrossing propensities (e.g. for

plants, Goodwillie et al.’s (2005) data base of the outcrossing

coefficient t) could be used to determine whether groups tending

towards more sexual reproduction produce larger numbers of

successful invaders. Such an analysis would need to take phyloge-

netic relatedness into account, an approach so far missing from

such analyses (e.g. Rambuda & Johnson, 2004; Sutherland, 2004).

Complementary experimental work could then assess whether

more rapid adaptation is evident in sexual species versus asexual

congeners, and whether this process can be documented in

particular cases of introduced species. Finally, these analyses should

examine the possibility of non-linear relationships between

outcrossing rate and invasiveness. Baker’s (1955) hypothesis that

uniparental reproduction may be important for early colonization

suggests a potential scenario in which species with low and high

levels of outcrossing show high invasiveness (via colonizing success

and adaptability, respectively), while those with intermediate

levels show low invasiveness.

3 Greater caution is needed in interpreting the outcome of ISPS

and in allowing introductions. Evolution has a large stochastic

component as a result of forces such as random mutation and

genetic drift, and no predictive schemes will ever reach 100%

accuracy. The accuracy of ISPS needs to be re-evaluated over time

to take into account species that evolve greater or lesser invasive-

ness, and communities that evolve altered levels of invasibility.

Importantly, global change will exacerbate the issue of predictive

power. Apart from direct effects of global change altering the

ecological ‘match’ between a potential invader and a community/

ecosystem (Hobbs & Mooney, 2005), global change has already

influenced the evolutionary trajectories of both invaders and

native species (Bradshaw & Holzapfel, 2006; Franks et al., 2007).

This could have the effect of making the traits of all participants

in the invasion process (the invader and members of the recipient

community) more dynamic through time, decreasing our ability

to predict invasive potential. As several workers have pointed out

(Smith et al., 1999), the high cost:benefit ratio associated with inva-

sive species risk assessments (cost of allowing an invasion:benefit

of allowing introduction of a presumed non-invasive) strongly

suggests erring on the side of caution.
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